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Books to Help Understand the War in Ukraine
Applebaum, Anne
Red Famine

Belton, Catherine
Putin's People
Putins Netz - Wie sich der KGB Russland
zurückholte und dann den Westen ins Auge
fasste
TB/Sachbücher/Politik

Roter Hunger - Stalins Krieg gegen
die Ukraine
TB/Sachbücher/Geschichte

19,90 €

9780141978284
B-Format

15,90 €

1932-33 nearly four million Ukrainians died
of starvation,having been deliberately
deprived of food. Red Famine shows how
this happened,who was responsible and
what the consequences were. It draws on a
mass of archival material and first-hand
testimony,that shows what human beings
can do when driven mad by hunger. It shows
how the Soviet state used propaganda to
turn neighbours against each other.

9780007578818
B-Format

A chilling and revelatory expose of the
KGB's renaissance, Putin's rise to power,
and how Russian black cash is subverting
the world. In a story that ranges from
Moscow to London, Switzerland and Trump's
America, Putin's People is a gripping and
terrifying account of how hopes for the new
Russia went astray, with stark
consequences for its inhabitants and,
increasingly, the world.

ET: 12.04.2022
Browder, Bill
Freezing Order

Browder, Bill
Red Notice
Red Notice: Wie ich Putins
Staatsfeind Nr. 1 wurde

9781398506084
C-Format

HC/Sachbücher/Politik

TB/Sachbücher/Politik

19,00 €

15,90 €

Following his explosive New York Times
bestseller Red Notice, Bill Browder returns
with another gripping thriller chronicling how
he became Vladimir Putin's number one
enemy by exposing Putin's campaign to
steal and launder hundreds of billions of
dollars and kill anyone who stands in his
way.

9780552170321
B-Format

I have to assume that there is a very real
chance that Putin or members of his regime
will have me killed some day. If I'm killed,
you will know who did it. When my enemies
read this book, they will know that you know.
A Sunday Times and New York Times
bestseller. A true-life thriller by one of Putin's
Most Wanted.

Die angegebenen Euro-Preise sind unverbindliche Preisempfehlungen.
Our Prices are recommended retail prices.

Gessen, Masha
The Man Without a Face

Gessen, Masha
The Future is History

Der Mann ohne Gesicht

Die Zukunft ist Geschichte

TB/Sachbücher/Politik/Biographien

TB/Sachbücher/Politik

15,90 €

9781847084231
B-Format

16,90 €

When Vladimir Putin, an unimportant, lowlevel KGB operative, was rushed to power by
a group of Oligarchs in 1999, he was a man
without a history. Within a few brief years,
Putin had dismantled Russia's media,
wrested control and wealth from the
country's burgeoning business class, and
decimated the fragile mechanisms of
democracy.

9781783784028
B-Format

Higginbotham, Adam
Midnight in Chernobyl

Masha Gessen follows the lives of four
Russians, born as the Soviet Union
crumbled. She charts their paths not only
against the machinations of the regime that
would seek to crush them all but also
against the war it waged on understanding
itself, ensuring the unobstructed emergence
of the old Soviet order in the form of today's
terrifying and seemingly unstoppable mafia
state.

Judah, Tim
In Wartime

Mitternacht in Tschernobyl
TB/Sachbücher/Geschichte

TB/Sachbücher/Politik

16,90 €

9780552172899

16,90 €

The story of Chernobyl is more complex, more
human, and more terrifying than the Soviet myth.
Adam Higginbotham has written a harrowing and
compelling narrative which brings the 1986 disaster
to life through the eyes of the men and women who
witnessed it first-hand.

B-Format

9780141981086
B-Format

Myers, Steven Lee
The New Tsar

An account of the human side of the ongoing
conflict in Ukraine by war reporter Tim Judah.
Making his way from the Polish border in the west,
through the capital city and the heart of the 2014
revolution, to the eastern frontline near the Russian
border, he brings a rare glimpse of the reality
behind the headlines. Along the way he talks to the
people living through the conflict whose memories
of a contested past shape their attitudes, and
hopes for the future.

Plokhy, Serhii
Lost Kingdom

Putin - der neue Zar
TB/Sachbücher/Politik/Biographien

TB/Sachbücher/Geschichte

15,90 €

9781471130649

16,90 €

An epic tale of the path to power of Vladimir Putin,
emerging from obscurity to become one of the
world's most conflicted and important leaders. The
former New York Times Moscow Bureau Chief
offers a gripping narrative about Russian power
and prestige, the book depicts a cool, calculating
leader with enormous ambition and few scruples.

B-Format

9780141983134
B-Format

Plokhy, Serhii
Gates of Europe

An astonishingly wide-ranging history of Russian
nationalism chronicling Russia's yearning for
Empire and how it has affected its politics for
centuries. In 2014, Russia annexed Crimea and
attempted to seize a portion of Ukraine. While the
world watched in outrage, this violation of national
sovereignty was in fact only the latest iteration of a
centuries-long effort to expand Russian boundaries
and create a pan-Russian nation.

Yaffa, Joshua
Between Two Fires
Die Überlebenskünstler

11

9780141980614
B-Format

TB/Sachbücher/Geschichte

16,90 €
Located at the western edge of the Eurasian
steppe, Ukraine has long been the meeting place
of empires - Roman to Ottoman, Habsburg to
Russian - and they all left their imprint on the
landscape, the language and the people living
within these shifting borders. In this book, Harvard
Professor Serhii Plokhy traces the history of
Ukraine from the arrival of the Vikings in the tenth
century to the current Russian invasion of eastern
Ukraine and annexation of Crimea.

12

9781783783724
B-Format

TB/Sachbücher/Politik

14,90 €
In this penetrating exploration of contemporary
Russia, Joshua Yaffa meets a variety of Russians from politicians and entrepreneurs to artists and
historians - who have built their careers and
constructed their identities in the shadow of the
Putin system. Torn between their own ambitions
and the omnipresent demands of the state, each
has found that compromise is essential for survival
and success.

Die angegebenen Euro-Preise sind unverbindliche Preisempfehlungen.
Our Prices are recommended retail prices.

